
• If a facility “could not be found or located” 
because it was unmapped or inaccurately 
mapped, should the root cause be “Incorrect 

facility records/maps,” or one of the other 
three?

• If an abandoned line was marked 
instead of a nearby active line, should the 
root cause be “Abandoned facility” or 

Figure A shows the current selections.The first 
three options overlap, create confusion, and 
lead to DIRT reports with entries such as shown 
in Figure B:

                             DAMAGE_OTHER_DESC

OTHER                  ABANDONED FACILITY

NOTFOUND      ABANDONED

NOTFOUND      NO TRACER WIRE

NOTFOUND      MIXED MATERIAL GAVE FALSE SIGNAL

NOTLOCATED      LOCATING TECH CELARED IN ERROR

INSUFMARKING    CONTRACT LOCATE ERROR

INSUFMARKING    INSUFFICIENT MARKINGS DUE TO FAULTY MAPS

4  Update / September 2017

As part of our continuing series on 2018 
revisions to DIRT, we discuss the Root Causes 
(Part I) relating to locating issues.

Figure A

not be located,” “not located or marked,” or 
“marking not sufficient”? 

Currently, “abandoned facility” is grouped with 
miscellaneous root causes but ultimately, it is 
a locating issue. The locator may inadvertently 
mark an unmapped, abandoned line close to a 
live line. The excavator then exposes it with a 
test hole, and believing that’s the line he or she 
is searching for, damages the live line.

“Facility marking or location 
not sufficient”?

• If a facility operator (or 
contract locator) correctly 
marks most of a worksite, 
but omits a small segment, 
is that considered “could 

The current root causes also do not distinguish 
between whether a site was not marked at 
all, marked but not completely, or marked but 
inaccurately so. To address these concerns, the 
Notification Issue root causes will be revised as 
shown in Figure C. 
 
• The three overlapping choices from 
   Figure A are eliminated

• Locating Issues are sorted by “Facility not
   marked” and “Facility marked inaccurately”

Figure C

Figure B Continued on next page
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• “Abandoned facility” is moved into the 
   Locating Issue

• New root causes – highlighted in yellow – 
   are added

“Damage_Cause” is used in the annual 
DIRT Report and interactive dashboard for 
the root cause data. Entries of OTHER and 
NOTCOLLECTED are filtered out. Therefore, the 
first row of Figure B was excluded, whereas it 
could have been included as an abandoned 
facility. Doing so would lead to more accurate 
and useful analysis, and improve the Data 
Quality Index (DQI) for this record by 25 points. 

Although INSUFMARKING is a valid choice 
for the last row of Figure B, “Incorrect facility 
records/maps” would have been a deeper and 
more useful root cause. The most descriptive 
and accurate selection should be entered in the 
DAMAGE_CAUSE field.

New DIRT Report 
infographics available!
To help CGA members communicate 
the important findings of the recently-
released 2016 DIRT Report, we have 
created a series of eye-catching 
infographics with key messages for a 
general public/homeowner audience. 
Please download these infographics 
from the DIRT Toolkit today, and 
use them in social media, emails, print 
communications to customers and more.

The 811 Video Challenge Continues!
CGA was excited to launch the 2017 811 Video Challenge earlier this summer, and looks 
forward to hearing about your submissions centered around fall planting and DIY activities.

This year’s 811 Video Challenge celebrates the past and looks toward the future of damage 
prevention, by requiring all submitted videos to include the creation of a time capsule. Each 
video must include a description of the capsule – which must include 11 historical items and 
eight items/ideas about the future of damage prevention – along with a burial event 
(including a call to 811 prior to digging, of course!).

The 811 Time Capsule Video Challenge is open to all CGA members, regardless of whether 
they are challenged. Full information, including deadlines, frequently asked questions, 
submission directions and official rules, may be found at 811VideoChallenge.com.

To get things started, CGA reached out to the following eight organizations that 
received special recognition for their videos in the first 811 Video Challenge. These 
organizations should post a 10-second acceptance video on social media using the hashtag 
#811videochallenge and challenge an industry peer to help this campaign top last year’s in 
number of submissions. 

• American Gas Association

• Miss Utility of Maryland/Washington, D.C.

• North Carolina 811

• Rhino Marking and Protection Systems

• South Carolina 811

• Shell Pipeline Company LP

• Texas811

• USA North 811

All videos are due by Nov. 8 (11/8 Day!).
If you have any questions about the 811
Video Challenge, please contact CGA at 
811@commongroundalliance.com.
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